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Executive Summary 

The long, long bull market since 2009 has finally matured into a fully-fledged epic bubble. 

Featuring extreme overvaluation, explosive price increases, frenzied issuance, and 

hysterically speculative investor behavior, I believe this event will be recorded as one of 

the great bubbles of financial history, right along with the South Sea bubble, 1929, and 

2000. 

These great bubbles are where fortunes are made and lost – and where investors truly 

prove their mettle. For positioning a portfolio to avoid the worst pain of a major bubble 

breaking is likely the most difficult part. Every career incentive in the industry and every 

fault of individual human psychology will work toward sucking investors in. 

But this bubble will burst in due time, no matter how hard the Fed tries to support it, with 

consequent damaging effects on the economy and on portfolios. Make no mistake – for the 

majority of investors today, this could very well be the most important event of your 

investing lives. Speaking as an old student and historian of markets, it is intellectually 

exciting and terrifying at the same time. It is a privilege to ride through a market like this 

one more time. 

 

“The one reality that you can never change is that a higher-priced asset will 

produce a lower return than a lower-priced asset. You can’t have your cake and 

eat it. You can enjoy it now, or you can enjoy it steadily in the distant future, but 

not both – and the price we pay for having this market go higher and higher is a 

lower 10-year return from the peak.” 

 

Most of the time, perhaps three-quarters of the time, major asset classes are reasonably 

priced relative to one another. The correct response is to make modest bets on those assets 

that measure as being cheaper and hope that the measurements are correct. With 

reasonable skill at evaluating assets the valuation-based allocator can expect to survive 

these phases intact with some small outperformance. “Small” because the opportunities 

themselves are small. If you wanted to be unfriendly you could say that asset allocation in 

this phase is unlikely to be very important. It would certainly help in these periods if the 

manager could also add value in the implementation, from the effective selection of 

countries, sectors, industries, and individual securities as well as major asset classes. 
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The real trouble with asset allocation, though, is in the remaining times when asset prices 

move far away from fair value. This is not so bad in bear markets because important bear 

markets tend to be short and brutal. The initial response of clients is usually to be shocked 

into inaction during which phase the manager has time to reposition both portfolio and 

arguments to retain the business. The real problem is in major bull markets that last for 

years. Long, slow-burning bull markets can spend many years above fair value and even 

two, three, or four years far above. These events can easily outlast the patience of most 

clients. And when price rises are very rapid, typically toward the end of a bull market, 

impatience is followed by anxiety and envy. As I like to say, there is nothing more 

supremely irritating than watching your neighbors get rich. 

How are clients to tell the difference between extreme market behavior and a manager 

who has lost his way? The usual evidence of talent is past success, but the long cycles of the 

market are few and far between. Winning two out of two events or three out of three is not 

as convincing as a larger sample size would be. Even worse the earlier major market breaks 

are already long gone: 2008, 2000, or 1989 in Japan are practically in the history books. 

Most of the players will have changed. Certainly, the satisfaction felt by others who 

eventually won long ago is no solace for current pain experienced by you personally. A 

simpler way of saying this may be that if Keynes really had said, “The market can stay 

irrational longer than the investor can stay solvent,” he would have been right. 

Where Does Architype Financial Stand in all this? 

Architype Financial has the habit of moving away from ‘bubble’ markets somewhat early. 

We believe that the last little bits (or not-so-little bits) of gain are not something worth 

seeking, if it leaves you exposed to falling off a cliff that you hadn’t seen in advance – 

nobody sees these things in advance with any accuracy. Remember the one rule; ‘Know Bah 

Dee Nose’. We prefer to stay safe in the late stages, and protect clients’ assets for re-entry 

into markets at a later date when prices are much lower and valuations represent a 

significant, real opportunity for investors. When near to a falling-market turning point, a 

buy-in represents excellent longer-term gains, with much lower risk along the way for 

investors, at least in the early phase of recovery. We will, as a result, typically underperform 

in the late phases of the ‘bubble’. It may not be a pleasant experience. But it has the 

potential to end up making you significant additional gains for the longer term, and with 

much less risk involved. And don’t forget, you will likely be making good, solid, long-term 

returns at a time when your neighbors are terrified and have exited the markets and lost a 

major opportunity, as well as significant gains, as a result.  

Nothing in investing perfectly repeats. Certainly not investment bubbles. Each form 

of irrational exuberance is different; we are just looking for what you might call 



spiritual similarities. Even now, I know that this market can soar upwards for a few 

more weeks or even months – it feels like we could be anywhere between July 1999 

and February 2000. Which is to say it is entitled to break any day, having checked all 

the boxes, but could keep roaring upwards for a few months longer. My best guess 

as to the longest this bubble might survive is the late spring or early summer, 

coinciding with the broad rollout of the COVID vaccine. At that moment, the most 

pressing issue facing the world economy will have been solved. Market participants 

will breathe a sigh of relief, look around, and immediately realize that the economy 

is still in poor shape, stimulus will shortly be cut back with the end of the COVID 

crisis, and valuations are absurd. “Buy the rumor, sell the news.” But remember that 

timing the bursting of bubbles has a long history of disappointment. 

Even with hindsight, it is seldom easy to point to the pin that burst the bubble. The 

main reason for this lack of clarity is that the great bull markets did not break when 

they were presented with a major unexpected negative. Those events, like the 

portfolio insurance fiasco of 1987, tend to give sharp down legs and quick 

recoveries. They are in the larger scheme of things unique and technical and are not 

part of the ebb and flow of the great bubbles. The great bull markets typically turn 

down when the market conditions are very favorable, just subtly less favorable than 

they were yesterday. And that is why they are always missed. 

So, don't wait for the Goldmans and Morgan Stanleys to become bearish: it can never 

happen. For them it is a horribly non-commercial bet. ... Their best policy is clear 

and simple: always be extremely bullish. It is good for business and intellectually 

undemanding. It is appealing to most investors who much prefer optimism to 

realistic appraisal, as witnessed so vividly with COVID. This is why you have always 

had bullish advice in a bubble and always will. … The combination of timing 

uncertainty and rapidly accelerating regret on the part of clients (when they feel 

they have exited early) means that the career and business risk of fighting the 

bubble is too great for large commercial enterprises. They can never put their full 

weight behind bearish (selling early) advice even if the P/E goes to 65x as it did in 

Japan. … So, don't wait for the Goldmans and Morgan Stanleys to become bearish: it 

can never happen. For them it is a horribly non-commercial bet. Perhaps it is for 

anyone. Profitable and risk-reducing for the clients, yes, but commercially 

impractical for (the big firms). Their best policy is clear and simple: always be 

extremely bullish. It is good for business and intellectually undemanding. It is 

appealing to most investors who much prefer optimism to realistic appraisal, as 

witnessed so vividly with COVID. And when it all ends, you will as a persistent bull 



have overwhelming company. This is why you have always had bullish advice in a 

bubble and always will (where the bigger players are concerned). 

What to Do?  

In many cases we’ve already done what needs to be done – the ‘Buddhist’ thing – take the 

middle way. In fact we’re a bit beyond the middle at this point in time. We’ve recommended 

that clients take a more modest growth position, but with a stronger than normal bias towards 

safety. So more content on the safe side. To be honest, it doesn’t earn much in the way or 

returns. I have used the analogy of ‘a bit too much of your money is sitting on the beach in Maui 

and drinking Mai-Tai’s at your expense.’ The reasoning is, it’s waiting to be called back to 

working for you when we feel the markets are better suited to taking risk; which of course is 

when risk is reduced through markets going into correction mode so we can buy at lower prices 

on the stock side of things. Lower prices obviously have more risk of going up (good risk) and 

less risk of going down, as they’ve already gone down a bunch.  


